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This project is a case study of three high school i
 
teachers and their beliefs about the teaching and learning
 
of science. The research question being addressed in this
 
study is as follows: Are teacher beliefs about the teaching
 
and learning of science consistent with their classroom
 
practice and student perceptions? The, study involved
 
interviewing the teachers using selected questions from the
 
Teacher''s Pedagogical Philosophy Interview instrument.
 
Interviews were transcribed and coded. Observations of the,
 
teachers were made to.corroborate the data collected in the
 
interview and to see, the degree of student-centered
 
teaching. Observations were analyzed using the Expert
 
Science. Teaching Educational Evaluation Model. (ESTEEM)
 
instrument. Questionnaires were given to 6 students in
 
each,teacher's class to assess the student perspectives of
 
the class. The results were analyzed. The results
 
indicate a consistency between teacher beliefs about the
 
teaching and learning process in science and the actual
 
performance in the science classroom. If a teacher that
 
believes teacher-centered classrooms, are more effective and
 
that reading from the textbook is how he or she learns,
 
then he or she is more likely to use that method in class.
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 ■	 "CHAPTER iONE.
 
Introduction ■
 
This action research study set out to establishy
 
through . three case studies a relationship between teacher
 
beliefs about.the teaching and learning process in science,
 
actual teaching.performance in the science classroom, and
 
student perceptions of teaching and learning in the science
 
classroom,.::
 
Student-centered versus teacher-centered teaching and
 
learning have been an On-going debate in the field of
 
science education. Teacher-centered education is the
 
traditional style of.teaching (e.g. lectures, notes,.book
 
work, multiple-choice tests). Student-centered education,- .
 
which in, some venues is known .as constructivism, tends to
 
use more authentic types of instruction and assessment .
 
(e.g. portfolios, cooperative learning groups, hands-on
 
activities). The idea 	of student-centered instruction is
 
teaching subjects so they relate to student lives. The
 
individuals construct 	meaning based on their personal
 
experiences. Students are more likely to retain more ,
 
things when they can relate their own experiences to the
 
topic. The student-centered approach increases
 
understanding in.students and easily converts curriculum
 
into purposeful activities. Marlowe and Page (1999, pg
 
20) are quoted as saying, "The value of constructivism is
 
that it respects and allows each student to use his or her
 
unique knowledge and experience in the learning process.
 
This is so whether the student is from a,;l0,000 acre ranch
 
in Billings, Montana or a one-room flat in Springfield,
 
Massachusetts.:'' . Estrin .i1993); suggests that using
 
constructivist,approaches prdduCes outcomes such as
 
students that('are rmQxe engaged; student growth
 
and achievement being communicated more effectively; and
 
teachers being stimulated to improve their teaching.
 
There is a vast amount of research in comparing and
 
contrasting the two styles of teaching. Despite repeated
 
research that has found teacher-centered lessons to be a
 
ndnpfoductive and in some cases a detrimental means of
 
instruction, lecturing is still the primary method of
 
teaching in schools (Lord, 1999). Educational theories
 
have suggested that misconceptions continue to occur in
 
students taking science because instructors have not
 
learned in their pedagogical training how to stimulate
 
understanding (Lord, 1999). Teacher-centered teaching does
 
not allow, for multiple learning styles and assessment.
 
According to Marlowe and Page (1999 p.19), "There is.
 
overwKelming evidence rthat such factors as a ..student':s,
 
country of origin, cultural heritage, linguistic
 
background, and religious beliefs, as well as the
 
socioeconomic status, of the student's parents, all, in
 
their .Own way, influence learning." It is also well-

documented for the negative consequences of norm-referenced
 
test use for students from non-dominant cultures and
 
lariguage groups (Estrin, 1993). 
ft Even with all the research supporting student-centered 
teaching, it is still rarely carried out in the classroom. 
Until recently, conventional lecture-type class instruction 
and discipline-oriented approaches have remained dominant 
at-the. secondary level (Fisher and Kim, 1999). There are 
numerous reasons as to why teachers.would not switch from a 
teacher-centered to a student-centered approach toward 
teaching and learning. .One study which evaluated using a 
student-centered approach in business and technology. ■ 
courses found that though students and teachers welcomed a 
student-centered approach, teachers had difficulty with, 
their new role, and student-centered methods were thought 
more time-consuming (Further Education Unit, 1990). These 
are findings that I am sure are valid at other schools as 
well. The fact that student-centered education is time­
consuming, which allows fewer concepts to be covered, has
 
been a big criticism for this style of teaching. That
 
argument leads to another criticism for this type of
 
approach which is in response to standards and exit exams.
 
It is believed that standards could not.be covered using a
 
student-centered approach and standards are in the form, of
 
a norm-referenced test. If that is the case, then teachers
 
should be teaching.and. assessing the traditional way.
 
For many ;educators ,how^ we Teach is ingrained in us.
 
For change to occur would require assistance, be very
 
difficult, and time consuming. It is not easy to institute
 
an effective student-centered classroom. With all the
 
research debating the two schools of thought, could it be
 
as simple as teacher beliefs? So the question arises do
 
teacher beliefs affect how the teacher directs instruction
 
in the classroom?
 
Methods
 
The projact setting was at Rubidoux High School.,
 
Rubidoux is a comprehensive high school. Rubidoux :
 
currently has 2,342 students. The ethnic groups are
 
Hispanic (55%),.Anglo (31,5%), African-American (8%), Asian
 
(1,8%), and other (3,7%), There are 103 certificated
 
personnel on the Rubidoux staff.
 
Two female science teachers and one male science
 
teacher were interviewed for this study. The teachers
 
interviewed were members of the science department at
 
Rubidoux H,S, and all interviews took place on campus. The
 
observations took place in the teachers' individual
 
classrooms. The survey of the students also took place in
 
the classroom. Teacher #1 is a female with 3 years
 
experience. Teacher #2 is a female with 10 years
 
experience. Teacher #3 is a male with over 20 years
 
experience,
 
The three science teachers were asked to participate
 
in a case study of teacher beliefs on the teaching and
 
learning of science. The teachers agreed to do an
 
interview, I used seven questions from the Teachers'
 
Pedagogical Philosophy Interview, developed by Lon
 
Richardson and Patricia Simmons (1997), The.same seven
 
questions were asked of all teachers. I met with each
 
teacher on an individual basis. The interview was recorded
 
and transcribed. The transcriptions of the interviews were
 
then broken down, and coded into defined, behaviors. The .
 
codes were used in a software program. HyperRESEARCH, from
 
Researchware (1994).
 
The observations were scheduled in advance. . A time
 
frame was given on when I would observe their class. The
 
window of time was two days. For example, I told teachers
 
I would be there either Wednesday or Thursday during 3^^
 
period. I sat in the back of the room and took notes on
 
the teachers teaching.style and interactions with the
 
students.,. The .observations were rated on a scale using the
 
Expert Science Teaching Education Evaluation Model (ESTEEM)
 
Science Classroom Observation Rubric (Burry-Stock, 1995).
 
Student questionnaires were given to 6 students in
 
each class. The .6 students were selected by the teacher "
 
according to'.their .grade, which included two A,, two C, and
 
two F students. The questionnaires were handed out by me ,
 
.and picked; up . by me. The surveys were anonymous and took
 
approximately 5 minutes. . .The purpose of the student ,
 
questionnaire -w^^ to gather evidence to see if the
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student's perception of the class corroborated the teacher
 
interview and observation of the classroom setting.
 
CHAPTER TWO
 
Analysis
 
Analysis, of Teacher #1
 
TEACHER#!
 
Study(3 yr exp)
 
Question#1:How
 
would you describe
 
your^lfasa
 
classroom teacher?
 
Question#2:
 
Describe a well-

organized
 
classroom. When
 
you have your
 
classroom running
 
the way you want
 
it, what is it like?
 
Question #3:How
 
do you learn best?
 
Question #4:When
 
you picture a good
 
learner in your
 
mind,what
 
characteristics of
 
that person lead you
 
to believe that they
 
are a good learner?
 
Question #5:How
 
do you decide when
 
to move from one
 
concept to another?
 
Question #6:How
 
do you believe your
 
students learn best?
 
Question #7: What
 
are some ofthe
 
things you believe
 
your students value
 
most abouttheir
 
educational
 
experience in your
 
classroom? When
 
they leave here th^y
 
say,'I really liked
 
(his/her)class
 
because
 
TPPI(codes)
 
Ic actual modelof
 
class(2)
 
Ij personal qualities
 
(1)
 
2a physical model
 
0)
 
2c studentfocuS on
 
task(5)
 
3c read,see, writer
 
listen(1)
 
4j connect(4)
 
5fforces beyond
 
class(1)
 
5htime(4)
 
6i discussing(1)
 
7fexciting(2)
 
7o attitude ofclass
 
0)
 
ESTEEM
 
Teacher as a
 
facilitator-40%
 
Teacher as a
 
facilitator-40%
 
Variation of
 
teaching methods­
40%
 
Student
 
engagement in
 
activities-60%
 
Resolution of
 
Misconceptions­
60%
 
Higher order
 
thinking skills60%
 
Modification of
 
teaching strat-40%
 
Teacher-student
 
relationship- 100%
 
Student
 
engagementin
 
activities-60%
 
Student responses
 
Q.l Students are
 
actively involved:
 
1-always,3-usually,
 
2-sometimes
 
Q.4Type oflessons
 
done in class: 6­
notes,lecture, l^b,
 
3-bookwork, 1­
discussioh
 
Q.8How do you
 
learn best? 3-doing,
 
2-visual, 1-discuss
 
Q.3 Teacher usesa
 
variety oflessons;
 
3-always,3-usually
 
Q.5 Resolution of
 
misunderstandings:
 
3-usually,2­
sometimes, 1­
almost never
 
Q.9 Isthe class
 
teaching you in the
 
way you learn best?
 
5-yes, 1-no
 
Q.2 Teacher makes
 
a realrlife
 
connection to the
 
lessons; 3-always,
 
3-usually
 
Analysis of Teacher #2
 
TEACHER#2
 
Study(10 yr exp)
 
Question #1:How
 
would you deseribe
 
yourselfas a
 
classroom teacher?
 
Qiiestion #2:
 
Describe a well-

organized
 
classroom. When
 
you have your
 
classroom running
 
the way you want
 
it, whatis it like?
 
Question #3;How
 
do you learn best?
 
Question #4: When
 
you picture a good
 
learner in your
 
mind,what
 
characteristics of
 
that person lead you
 
to believe thatthey
 
area good learner?
 
Question #5:How
 
do you decide when
 
to move from one
 
conceptto another?
 
Question #6:How
 
do you believe your
 
students learn best?
 
Question U7: What
 
are some ofthe
 
things you believe
 
your students value
 
most abouttheir
 
educational
 
experience in your
 
classroom? When
 
they leave herethey
 
say,'I really liked
 
(his/her)class
 
because
 
TPPI(codes)
 
li student centered
 
Ij personal qualities
 
(1)
 
2c studentfocus on
 
task(1)
 
2h classroom
 
management(3)
 
3c read see write
 
listen(2)
 
4e;curiosity(1)
 
4j critical thinking
 
connect(2)
 
5b students
 
understand concept
 
(2)
 
5d teacher feels
 
comfortable(1)
 
5fforces beyond
 
class(1)
 
6c by reading and
 
seeing(3)
 
71applies to real
 
world(4)
 
ESTEEM
 
Teacher as a
 
facilitator-60%
 
Teacher as a
 
facilitator-60%
 
Variation of
 
teaching methods­
60%
 
Student
 
engagementin
 
activities-100%
 
Resolution of:
 
misconceptions­
60%
 
Higher order
 
thinking skillsr60%
 
Modification of
 
teaching strat-60%
 
Teacher-student
 
relationship-100%
 
Engagementin
 
activities- 100%
 
Student responses
 
Q.1 Students are
 
actively involved:
 
2-always,4-usually
 
Q.4Type oflessons
 
done in class:6­
notes,4-lecture,
 
discussion, 3­
bookwork,2­
groupwork,lab
 
Q.8How do you
 
learn best? 2-visual,
 
2-doing, 1-group
 
Q.3 Teacheruses a
 
variety oflessons:
 
3-always, 1-usually,
 
2-sometimes
 
Q.5Resolution of
 
misunderstandings;
 
1-always,2-usually,
 
2-sometimes, 1­
almost never
 
Q.9Is the class
 
teaching you in the
 
way you learn best?
 
4-yes,2-no
 
Q.2Teacher makes
 
a real-life
 
connection to the
 
lessons: 1-always, :
 
5-usually
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Analysis of Teacher #3
 
Student responses
 
Q.l Students are
 
actively involved:
 
5-always, 1-usually
 
Q.4 Type oflessons
 
done in class: 4­
notes, discussion,
 
3-bookwork,2­
groupwork,lab, 1­
lecture
 
Q.8Howdoyou
 
learn best? 4-disc,
 
1-visual,1read/write
 
Q.3 Teacher uses a
 
variety oflessons:
 
6-always
 
Q.5 Resolution of
 
misunderstandings;
 
3-always,3-usually
 
Q.9Is the class
 
teaching you in the
 
way you learn best?
 
6-yes
 
Q.2 Teacher makes
 
a real-life
 
connection tothe
 
lessons: 4-always,
 
1-usually, 1­
sometimes
 
TEACHER#3
 
Study(20 yr exp)
 
Question#!:How
 
would you describe
 
yourselfas a
 
classroom teacher?
 
Question #2:
 
Describe a well-

organized
 
classroom. When
 
you have your
 
classroom running
 
the way you want
 
it, what is it like?
 
Question #3:How
 
do you learn best?
 
Question #4: When
 
you picture a good
 
learner in your
 
mind,what
 
characteristics of
 
that person lead you
 
to believe thatthey
 
are a good learner?
 
Question #5:How
 
do you decide when
 
to move from one
 
concept to another?
 
Question #6:How
 
do you believe your
 
students learn best?
 
Question #7: What
 
are some ofthe
 
things you believe
 
your students value
 
most abouttheir
 
educational
 
experience in your
 
classroom? When
 
they leave here they
 
say, T really liked
 
(his/her)class
 
because
 
TPPI(codes)
 
li student centered
 
Ij personal qualities
 
(3)
 
2c studentfocus on
 
task(2)
 
2g supportive
 
respect excited(1)
 
2jjointfocus
 
teacher and sts(1)
 
3j by doing(1)
 
4c internal
 
motivation(1)
 
5b students
 
understand concept
 
(2)
 
5j when material
 
covered(1)
 
6b by doing(1)
 
6c by reading and
 
seeing(2)
 
6i discussing(1)
 
6k learning varies
 
W
 
6n asking quest(1)
 
7c ethic ofcare
 
fairness(1)
 
7fexciting(2)
 
7o attitude ofclass
 
(1)
 
ESTEEM
 
Teacher as a
 
facilitator-100%
 
Teacher as a
 
facilitator-100%
 
Variation of
 
teaching meth.-60%
 
Student
 
engagement in
 
activities- 80%
 
Resolution of
 
Misconceptions­
100%
 
Higher order
 
thinking skills-80%
 
Modification of
 
teaching strategies­
100%
 
Teacher-student
 
relationship- 100%
 
Student
 
engagement in
 
activities-80%
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Findings
 
The integration of the information gathered from all
 
three instruments was required to answer the research
 
question. Are teacher beliefs about the teaching and
 
learning of science: consistent with their classroom
 
practice and student-perceptions?
 
The three categories were analyzed using a comparative
 
method. The TPPI,response codes, ESTEEM ratings on the
 
percentage of student centered teaching and student
 
responses were compiled in a table (see Analysis pages 8­
10). Using the table, to compare the results of the three
 
measures, provided insight about what the teachers said
 
they did, what they were observed doing, and what the
 
students said the teachers did.
 
Teacher #1: The interviews seem to indicate that
 
teacher #1 is very teacher directed in her orientation. .
 
Each question does indicate a consistency in each measure.
 
She is a time-focused, extremely structured teacher.
 
According to the coded interviews teacher #1 used time and
 
forces beyond her control as the driving influences on how
 
material was covered in her classroom. She seems to have
 
high expectations.of her students. In response to how she
 
learns best. Teacher #l's response was read, write, listen,
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and see. Question #6 asks how do you believe your students
 
learn best. The response was. coded as discussing.
 
According to the interview alone the question on if
 
teachers teach in the way that they learn, the answer would
 
be no. However, during the observations, she lectured with
 
some discussion over notes. The, discussion seems to foster
 
from the reading and writing of the notes and lecture. . She
 
asked questions along the way and showed a small
 
demonstration. This would be consistent with the
 
interview. The observation,results, using the ESTEEM
 
instrument, was 57%. The higher the percentage means the
 
more, student-centered the teacher. Her percentage was the
 
lowest out of the three teachers. This is also consistent
 
with the interviews. The survey results indicated that
 
100% of the students said notes, lecture and lab tended to
 
be done in class. This is consistent with how she believes
 
she learns best.
 
, Teacher: #2: The interviews would indicate a mix
 
between student centered and purely teacher directed
 
teaching. Her coded interview answers had more student-

centered responses which is supported by the other
 
measures. For example, responses such as students
 
understanding the concept, real,life connection, applies to
 
: ■. ■■ ■ ■ • ■'■ ■ ■ ■■■; ' . ' ■ 11■ V. - '- ' ,. ' ■ , ■ ,
 
real world,. St Her coded response to the
 
question oh howido :,you learn'best was read, see, write,
 
listen. Her coded .response to'how do you believe your
 
students learn.bes was by reading and seeing. Her :
 
responses:to how she learns best and ..how, her - students, learn
 
best ..show.: a connection between what she believe$ and how
 
she teaches. The observation results, using the ESTEEM,
 
instrument was 71% toward student-^centered teaching. This
 
individual was in. between teacher 1; and .3 in student-

centered teaching. The leSson that was observed included .
 
riotes and lectures for part of the class and a. cOmputer
 
aotivity for. the other halb oh the class. The class was
 
very focused and oh task. Thd computer activity.allowed
 
students to work in a group on fhe computer,followihg a
 
given set of instructions. . The lesson seemed to support
 
the interview responses, which.indicate a balance between
 
student-centefed and teacher-centered teaching. The survey
 
responses to the question oh which type;of lessons tend to
 
be done more in clas.s indicated . that; a: wide variety of
 
activities were being used. The teaCher's response.to the
 
question about,what .students, value most in his or her class
 
was that' It.: applies to the real world. This, is consistent .
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■with the .classroom observations, as well as the student 
responses! 
Teacher #3: The interviews in. this case, would indicate 
a student-centered style but with some teacher-centered 
approaches. The coded response to the question on how do 
they learn, best was by doing. . The coded responses 'to how. , 
do their students learn best: was. by reading, seeing, and 
doing. This again shows a connectiGn on what the■teacher 
believes and how he teaches. The observation results,, . 
using the ESTEEM instrument, was 74% toward student-
centered teaching, the .highest of all three teachers. This 
supports the initial assumption of a mix between.the two 
styles. The lesson observed was very similar.to Teacher 
#2. The teacher had students work on the computer to 
accomplish a task. The other half of the period Students 
took a vocabulary quiz. According to the survey, 100% of 
the students surveyed felt that the teacher uses a variety 
of methods to help the students with understanding.the • . 
concept. Students felt free to offer suggestions, and felt 
that the class is teaching them .science in the way that 
they learn best. ^ 
For the most part, the results of each of the 
measures, . demonstrated a consistency between the teacher's 
■ : ■: ' ■ 15 . 
v 
responses,,,.classroom o&servations, and,student responses.
 
The teachers in this study seem to know what kind of 

teacher/ he example, teacher #1 knew in/the
 
beginning that she.is more of a teacher-centered teacher
 
and that her beliefs do affect her.teaching. She feels
 
that she is./a better teacher this way. Each teacher seems
 
to. have a good understanding of what they do and why-

feel it works for them.
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Implications/Limitations
 
There are a variety of ways teachers can teach. With
 
some methods working better for some teachers than others.
 
Teacher beliefs on.the teaching and learning of science
 
seem to. play a significant role on how they teach. The way
 
in which a.teacher learns best does have an impact on how
 
he or she teaches. Perhaps the method in which they learn
 
is the way that they feel they can best teach. All three
 
of the teachers fell within a range from very teacher- .
 
centered to somewhat student-centered.
 
To gain a clearer pattern of the relationship between
 
teacher beliefs and teaching style, more case studies would
 
need to be done. More observations over ah extended period
 
of time would be necessary, to get an accurate picture of
 
the teaching styles implemented in the classroom. Surveys
 
should be done of all students in the teachers' class and
 
in all classes. This increased sample size would provide a
 
greater degree of confidence in the conclusions of such a
 
study. Asking teachers why they teach the way they do, do
 
they want to change.their teaching style, and what would it
 
take for them to do so might also provide greater insight.
 
More studies need to be conducted to validate the effects
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of teacher beliefs on the teaching/learning processes in
 
science.
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Codes
 
I) SELF AS A TEACHER:
 
1)HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOURSELF AS A CLASSROOM TEACHER''
 
foGUS on self
 
la
 Ih
 
esc Pt ns concerns ^ ectives 
with control/ 
pi li 
1 D 
Student- persona 
centered qualities 
1c refer^ to sVsl
 
^actual model does not refer
 
or class to students
 
l b projected/intended
 
model or class
 
Id
 
uses
 
metap
 
1f
 
A versus not-A
 
not-A
 
(anti-model)
 
^1e
 
discusses student
 
knowledge or students' levels
 
or students' careers
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 Q,'2- Describe a well organized classroom.
 
, 1 ■ ■■ 
Classroom Organization ♦►joint focus between 
teacher & st's 
(interactions, start soon) 
Teacher focus
 
flexibi l ity 
planning physical model comfort mental model 
faciiitatioh
 
T
 
Student focus
 
safe f 
on task 
(eg. working hard) supportive 
obedient mutual respect 
learning sense of kinship 
responsibility happy & excited 
group work ■I- ' 
h=classroom management 
j=atypical/marled planning 
ks:other("cofo erN/»ron(menA­
focnn-^ cveon ,
oTQcmiZOCi 
20 
 Q.3 How do you learn best?
 
t)-;	/ teach it explaining 
\io me 
teaching to 
others. 
reading/
 
Internal Social
seeing/
 
processing Interactionluriting/
 discussing
listening (share 
understandlngj 
J	 /Explain it to
 by doing 
—■ 
i=othef 
I.e.y felaxed environment 
trial 	& error, ways not taught 
k=l don't know 
•n=lectures 
21 
Q. y When you picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that they
 
are a good learner?.
 
GHARACTERISTICS
 
hDOc)­
La \ar)a aacic
 
Personality traits Sk i 11s/Peft0r mance
 
g
 
risk c^reatiye/enjo^
 
ker learning
 
selt-discipjine
 
ard work
 
curiosity
 
BASIC CRITICAL
 
internal rnotivatTtsq/
 THINKING
 
SKILLS
direct own , learnina/
 SKILLS
 
awarp.
 recal l
 
C^^^operat C^^anizatio^
ive	 relate ;
 
Id lives
 
research/ ^i^en i ng/atten^jn^	 make
 
Investigating	 onnecti
 
k=ot he r
 
■22 
  
 
^ How do you decide when to move from one concept to another?
 
after test results
 
move from one concept
 
■ ■■ I 
to another concept
 
•time h
 
based on student focus/
 
based on forces
 
rection
 
beyond classroom
 
(required curriculum)
 
based on teacher focus/
 
direction
 
when students
 
understand concept
 
when teacher bored
 
b
 
when teacher \ frustrated
 
feels comfortableA e
 
time to move on
 
when students
 
d \ when covered material
 
' • 1 ■ 
g=other
 
.23
 
 Q. How do your students learn best?
 
not all learn same 
way/learnino varies like I do Through Social ; 
(refer to 7) Ihteraction 
(share 
Internal understanding) 
I
 
discussing
 
oy doing
 
•group work
 
V d repetition explainins
 
•leaching to
 
others
byVlistening
 
•cooperative
 
by reading/ learning , a
 
seeing
 
j=Other
 
positive 
reinfo''Gen' nt 
• ■ ■ ■■ ■ ; .in ■ ■ 
rpflection/
 
tninking
 
asking

raving an
 questions

interest
 
n
 
- Cm^echcn rect1 -|\fc
 
a
 
-24 ;
 
  
 
^, What are some of the things you believe your students value most
 
about their educational experience in your classroom?
 
don't know
 
challenge
 
students like class
 
because of
 
students
 
I
 
ipplies to
 
real world
 
students don't x < , <
ljl^g sooal/instructional t
 
experience personal aspects/ 1 N.
 
growth and self e^em
 / /- with
b enjoy
 
teacher characteristics interesting/
 
motivational
 
st's like teacher 37k
ethic of ca
 
fairness
 
responsibility teaching
 
J given to methods
 
content level/
 student
 
quality,quantity d
 
covered
 
teacher hands on work in groups
 
approachability
 
(easy to understand)
 
"h=other
 
-
 OvCl Tr'- . Ck ir„- ! I
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Student Survey
 
Answer all questions with regardsto yourcurrent Science class.
 
1. 	Students in the class are actively involved in initiating examples,asking questions,and
 
suggesting and implementing activities throughoutthe lesson.
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
2. 	The teacher makes arelevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class,
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
3. 	During the lesson theteacher usesa variety ofmethodsto help the students with
 
understanding the concepts. For example,discussion,questions,brainstorming,experiments,
 
reports, presentations,lecture,demonstrations,etc.
 
always usually sometimes almostnever
 
4. 	The type oflessons done in class tend to be more of....
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bookwork(questions,outline,etc) notes discussion
 
group activities labs lecture
 
5. 	Asstudents misperceptions or misxmderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to resolve
 
them by gathering evidence,participating in discussion with students,or fostering discussion
 
among students.
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize you science class better?
 
Very flexible Stmctured but with slight flexibility tightly stmctured
 
7. 	Do you feelfree to offer suggestions?
 
Yes No
 
8. 	How do you team best?
 
Reading/writing visuals(seeing) by doing discussion groupwork
 
9. 	Do you feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn best?
 
Yes No
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Salish I Research Project
 
Expert Science Teaching Educational Evaluation Model(ESTEEM)
 
Slcience Classroom Obseryation Rubric*
 
A. Teacher as a Facilitator
 
5 Students are responsible for their own learning experience. Teacher facilitates the leamins process.
 
. Teacher-student learning experience is a partnership. " .
 
4	 Students more than teacher ,
 
3	 Students are not always responsible for their own learning experience. Teacher directs the students
 
more than facilitates the learning process. (Teacher-student learning experience is more teacher-

centered than student-centered.) ,'
 
2	 Teacher usually directs ,
 
1	 Students are not responsible fqr,their own learning experience. Teacher directs the learning process 
(Teacher-studentleamingexperienceis completely teacher-centered. i.e. teacher lectures or ■ i ■ 
demonstrates and never interacts with students.)
 
B. Student Engagement in Activities
 
5	 Students are actively engaged in initiating examples,asking questions,and suggesting and
 
implementing activities throughout the lesson. ­
4	 ... reasonably...
 
3	 Saidents are partially engaged in initiating examples and asking questions at times during the lesson. ^
 
2.... infrequently .. .
 
J seldom (almost never]engaged in initiating examples and asking questions during the
 
L, Resolution of Misconceptions
 
5	 As student misperceptions become apparent,the teacher[always]facilitates student effons to resolve 
them bygathering evidence,participating in discussion with students,or fostering discussion among 
students. ■ ■ A 
,	 4. . .. almost always:,.
 
3	 As student rmsperceptions become apparent,the teacher usually facilitates student efforts to resolve
 
them by gathenng evidence,participating in discussion with saidents,or fostering discussion amOnc'
 
. : ■ students. 	 ■ ■ 
2	 . . . occasionally... ,
 
' Assnident nusperceptions become apparent,the teacherdoes not facilitate student effons to resolve
 
MuSms^^ in discussion with students,or fosteringdiscussion among
 
R»b« I, with ftom ESTEEM M„h.l(® Butrj.St.ck. 1995)fa b,,h.SfNih I R„,„b fto,,,,
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M. Teacher-Student Relationship
 
5 The teacher consistently demonstrates good interpersonal relations with students. No^diftereniiaiion
 
is made regarding: Ethnicity, gender, multi-cultural diversity, or special needs classitications.
 
4	 . . . almost always . . .
 
3	 The teacher demonstrate good interpersonal relations with students most of the time. On occasion
 
some differentiation is made regarding: Ethnicity,gender, multi-cultural diversity, or special needs
 
classifications.
 
2	 . . . sometimes . . .
 
1	 Teacher does not demonstrate good Interpersonal relations with students. Differentiation is made
 
regarding: Ethnicity, gender, multi-cultural diversity, or special needs classifications.
 
N . Modifications of teaching strategies to facilitate student-understanding
 
5 Teacher has continuous awareness of his/her student understanding and modifies the lesson when
 
necessary.
 
4	 . . . continuous awareness , , . often modifies. ..
 
3	 Teacher has a general awareness ofstudent understanding and occasionally modifies the lesson w hen
 
necessary.
 
2	 ... limited awareness... does not modify . . .
 
1	 Teacher has little or no awareness ofstudent understanding and does not modify the lesson when it
 
is appropriate.
 
H. Variation of Teaching Methods
 
5	 During the lesson the teacher appropriately varies methods to facilitate student conceptual

understanding; i.e., discussion, questions, brainstorming,experiments,log reports, student
 
presentations,lecture, demonstrations,etc.
 
4	 . . . often. . . .
 
3	 During the lesson the teacher sometimes varies methods to demonstrate the content; i.e., discussion 
questions, brainstorming,experiments,log repons,student presentations, lecture, demonstration ■ ' 
etc.
 
2	 . . . seldom . . .
 
1	 During the lesson the teacher uses only one method to demonstrate the content; i.e., discussion
 
questions, brainstorming.experiments,log reports,student presentations,lecture, demonstration
 
etc.
 
I. Higher Order Thinking Skills
 
^ consistently moves students through different cognitive levels to reach higher order thinking
 
4	 . . . often . . .
 
^	 thhn^ng moves students through different cognitive levels to reach higher order student
 
2	 . . . seldom . ..
 
' sidlfs^^"^ students through different cognitive levels to reach higher order thinkins
 
* Rubric is used with pennission from the ESTEEM Manui^(^ BurTy-Stoek. 1995)for use by the Salish I Research Project.
 
ESTEEM Evaluation Form
 
T#1 T#2 T#3
 
Teacher as a Facilitator:
 
Student Engagement in Activities:
 
Resolution of Misconceptions:
 
Teacher-Student Relationship:
 
Modifications of teaching strategies
 
to facilitate student-understanding:
 
Variation of Teaching Methods:
 
Higher Order Thinking Skills:
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 APPENDIX B: Data- ■ ; I, li.; 
Interview questions and transcriptions
 
Interviewee; Teacher #1
 
Subject: Geophysical Science and Chemistry
 
Interview questions and answers:
 
1, How would you describe yourself as a classroom teacher?
 
I think I am very energetic, very high energy, very
 
controlled and structured and crganized in that I on a daily
 
basis, my paper work, my class work and student behavior
 
student work is very organized. So I am structured. I
 
start class the moment the bell rings and go to the end. My
 
lecture format, teaching style tends to be two ways so
 
rather than me doing all the talking there's a lot of
 
questions being asked, interruptions and answers being
 
thrown out, dialogue, and monologue but otherwise very high
 
energy and organized. I'd say those two words would be me.
 
2. Describe a well-organized classroom. When you have your
 
classroom running the way you want it, what is it like? j
 
Well, it depends on what kind of day you are talking about,
 
Is this a lab, a quiz, a test, a lecture, but I'd say on a
 
daily basis, regardless of the format on that particular
 
day, the room itself is clean, meaning the floors picked up,
 
no graffiti, the walls are organized and decorated.
 
Students are on task from the time the bell rings to the
 
very end ideally. Lot of structure, noise level is down and
 
■ ■ .-SO : ■ .. ■
 
any time there is book, work, class work, reading time I like
 
very little or almost no noise going on. That would be
 
different if it were a lab or group activity. Of course,
 
there would be a lot of discussion going on. I'd say with
 
the discussion, I tend to know whether or not the students
 
are talking about the right thing. Meaning, I can hear. 

tend to know when my students are on task, the discussion,
 
the comments, the questions being asked coming out from the
 
room are about the topic of the day, about the question of
 
the day. I would say that the students would always be on
 
task as well.
 
3. How do you learn best?
 
Me particular, I am a reader. So what I read and what I
 
calculate, meaning by reading and practicing I tend to
 
learn, so not really orally. Actually in college I learned
 
from lecture as well. But I tended to do better, just me
 
and the textbook, no one else involved and not very hands-

on, labs were always confusing.
 
4. When you picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that
 
they are a good learner?
 
Very responsive in class, they're asking questions, they're
 
responding, they're in the sense playing the game with me,
 
showing me that they're interested orally. On paper, their
 
paperwork, their paperwork is neat, there answers are always
 
correct. That would be obvious. As far as behavior wise.
 
I 
I'd say their behavior in my e1assroom'. Do they maKe - eye ;■ 
contact with me throughout the day And are they asking 
■questions, what questions are they asking, are they offering 
answers. 
5 . 	How do you decide when to move from one concept to 
^another?' 
Because I am standards based.' The calendar tells me when 
sbasically 	to move on. And I adjust my teaching strategies 
to guarantee success for those that are going to succeed. 
In the midst of- but I am calendar based so Imove On: 
when we are dons^^ the chapter which is 
' withinithe syllabus before we get to it but 1 usually don-1; : 
: pause and gp; on f ;Othe;rwise I' d never ' teach ,the standards 
and I would not be doing my job if I did that. So again, 
staying within the calendar, staying within the syllabus. I 
bend over backward do what I can to make then get it, to 
simplify it, to organize it, to give them enough hands-on 
practice work to get the concept, maybe simplify the concept 
but not spend a month on the chapter, I wouldn't do that. 
6. How do you believe your students learn best? 
Different for different students, the majority of them seem 
to enjoy discussion format. Meaning the energetic lectures 
where there is a lot of demonstrations, a lot of talking 
going on. That's when I see the top half. And I don't mean 
the A, B students, I mean the top F students, the top D 
students, the top of everyone who is interested. Which 
 would be 50% of the class really gets excited about what
 
we're doing, what we're learning about. So labs too, but
 
that tends to be too chaotic in some classes. In Chemistry,
 
a lot of labs are too confusing so students don't really
 
learn a lot there. They just struggle through it. In non-

college prep courses, there is enough students off task that
 
that really detracts from the learning.
 
7. What are some of the things you believe your students
 
value most about their educational experience in your
 
classroom? When they leave here they say, 'I really
 
liked (his/her)- class because '.
 
I was energetic, exciting, and they learned something that
 
they never knew before that they thought was really cool.
 
'Cool' that's the word I hear, I hear that a lot in my
 
classroom, 'cool', 'neat.' I think that would be it. It's
 
a happy, optimistic attitude in the classroom. So they walk
 
in it's like, oh, let's have fun today. But, it's all
 
around academics.
 
Interviewee: Teacher #2
 
Subject; Biology, Human Biology
 
Interview questions and answers:
 
1. How would you describe yourself as a classroom teacher?
 
Probably very motivated and energetic and I try to be
 
enthusiastic and try to get some of that enthusiasm to the
 
students so they will be excited about the subject. Because
 
if they are not excited about the subject, they are going to
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sit there vand go/ 'this is horing/'/and they are hot going
 
to learn AS aclassroom teacher, I think I have high
 
standards, but I try to involve all the students if I can
 
and understand that they have different types of learning
 
and try to accommodate as many as I can.
 
2. Describe a well-organized classroom. When you have your
 
iclassroom running the way you want it, what is it like?
 
We11, I think you have to teach procedure- up front so the
 
students know what to expect, know what to do, know where to
 
turn in their work, and find out what they're doing that
 
day, what they're groups are and al1 that. / And what you'ye
 
established what you expect of them, what the rules are and
 
what they need to do to accomplish their task during the
 
day. It runs pretty smoothly after that. So I try to do
 
that up front and then once they get well trained you don't
 
spend a lot of time on that after that.
 
2a. Ok, so when your classroom is running the way you want
 
it, ? y- v": :V;-/'-^/-//;
 
The students are on task, not always self-directed, but I do
 
a lot of cooperative learning and a lot of things where they
 
are self-directed learning And once they learn the
 
procedures for that they can pretty much just do that with
 
me circulating around and giving them minimal help.
 
3. How do you learn best?
 
I think I'm a visual learner. I 1ike to see images and
 
pictures and those are the things that I remember most.
 
"' /' . , : ■ ■ • :' ■ • ■/■/. ■ , ■■ '■ / : . ■ \ ' ■■ ;■■ ■/ ■:■ 
When I'm looking through a text, I always look at the
 
pictures and try to read the captions. I think I'm a very
 
visual person.
 
4. When you picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that :
 
^th;by:;,4re- ^a-'^gdod^:!^
 
Mainly curiosity, if they're asking questions and they want
 
to know what would happen if this occurred or what about
 
this situation. That tells me that they are actually
 
thinking about it and'analyzing it and in most cases
 
thinking critically about it and then I assume learning is
 
taking place. That it is actually being processed in their
 
mind and not just they're writing it down on a piece of
 
paper . .-'i'i;:.; "yy,
 
5. How do you decide when to move from one concept to
 
another?
 
Well, we're on a very, very tight schedule here in the
 
courses I teach and in order to cover the standards we need
 
to move along. I'm not the type of teacher who can make a
 
syllabus at the beginning of the year and stick to it
 
because depending on the students sometimes I really have to
 
spend a little more time with something. I don't believe in
 
letting the students set the pace for the class. I try to
 
do that but in some cases it's not going quite the way I had
 
hoped and I need to spend a little more time on one specific
 
thing. It might not even be something that is a concept
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that we are learning. It might be a skill like how to
 
answer essay questions or something like that that I feel we
 
need to stop and go over this before we can go on to the
 
next step.
 
6. How do you believe your students learn best?
 
Well, I teach some sheltered classes. So I think they learn
 
best the way that I do with visuals. And I try to
 
incorporate different styles for all the different learners,
 
but in anything I'm doing whether they are doing a reading
 
assignment or I'm doing a lecture or whatever, I use a lot
 
of visuals. Because I think that kind of input is what they
 
are going to remember. And I show them, a lot of real life-

examples, so they can relate it to something they already
 
know. I think they learn best if they can connect it to
 
something that they have already learned. And then just
 
take it one step further. So, I try to make a lot of
 
connections and if I can do that in a visual way I think
 
that is probably the best.
 
7. What are some of the things you believe your students ,
 
value most about their educational experience in your
 
classroom? When they leave here they say, 'I really
 
liked (his/her) class because
 
Well, I'd like to hope they will realize that it is
 
relevant. That it is something that they can actually use.
 
I try to do that as much as possible. Take the information
 
that we are using in class and show that this will help you
 
  
in your life to understand this and you need to know this
 
because in your life you are going to be doing this. And I
 
don't think they are going to be motivated to learn if they
 
don't see the connection to their future and what it
 
actually means to them. So every chance I get I try to show
 
them that this really isn't something that we're just
 
teaching you to teach you. It's something that you're
 
actually going to be able to use. So, I would hope
 
relevance.
 
Interviewee: Teacher #3
 
Subject: Human Biology and Yearbook
 
Interview questions and answers:
 
1. How would you describe yourself as a classroom teacher?
 
1 would consider myself very energetic as a classroom
 
teacher. A passion for the subject whether it be science or
 
yearbook. I believe in getting the kids as involved as I
 
can even if that's during lecture time and also with labs
 
and activities. I am very honest with the kids, so I think
 
there is a tremendous trust bond.
 
2. Describe a well-organized classroom. When you have your
 
classroom running the way you want it, what is it like?
 
Organized chaos at times. I think a well organized
 
classroom is where you do have work for kids to be working
 
on either collectively as a complete class or individually.
 
I think when everything is running right, they are all
 
working at their pace and they are learning. A good example
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 I can gfive you is in yearbook right n we are wOrkihg on
 
what is called mock adventure.;
 
Where they have to take and;put together pages tot that we
 
are going to send to the factory. Some are better on
 
Computers than others, but tbey are all learning it, ;Some
 
are moving a little quicker than others and there learning,
 
but they are doing the scanning, digitizing, ;dropping them
 
on the pages and everything, so it is a lot of fun.
 
3. How do you learn best?
 
How do I learn best? Probably I learn best by doing,
 
learning by doing, so to speak. That's the old FFA model.
 
To where if I read something and then I practice it and I
 
try it, more of a hands on type work. When I work with the
 
kids in either human biology or with yearbook is I do it
 
also. So I'd say I learn probably by more hands on.
 
4 . When you picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that
 
they are a good learner?
 
Their eyes. I think when you look at the kids and they 
really want to learn, there is ■ this gleem in their eye or 
there is this look that they will give you of wanting to 
learn, trying to learn, and the look changes as it dawns on 
them and as they sit there and go. Yeah, I get it now-." 
I figure you can read a lot by their eyes. The rest of the 
language helps but their eyes tell you a lot.
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5. How do you decide when to move from one concept to
 
another?
 
With human biology, everything is so orderly as we go
 
through the questions and,the way I work the notes, I put
 
the questions on the board and they have to go find the
 
answers And then the students and I share those answers to
 
the whole class to make sure we are on the same boat on each
 
question. So then when we get done with the question it
 
kind of just logically moves to the next one. Certainly, I
 
allow them time to ask individual questions and maybe
 
something that bird walks a little but I don t go too far
 
and when I answer that question then I bring them back. So
 
those were my decisions. But generally as a class we tend
 
to decide as a whole when to move.
 
6. How do you believe your students learn best?
 
I think there is a variety of ways that the students learn
 
best. I think, kind of traditionalist, I do think that
 
writing down definitions and looking for the answers
 
themselves is important. I used to do the old, old style
 
where I put the notes in up outline form and they would
 
copy. I don't think that works as good as letting them get
 
into the book. Then sharing that back with the class,
 
having them come back, and say ok this is the answer. 
I
 
just randomly ask them ok what's the answer for this one.
 
So they know that any question at any time they could be
 
held accountable for. I think that helps. Certainly, I try
 
to get the visual also to where they could see, for
 
instances, ,the bones we're working on now. They've looked
 
in the book but we actually have the skeletons and bones.
 
So there's a catch all. My goal now is start incorporating
 
more technology. Now that we've got computers and things
 
are going, what I'd like us to be able co do is now let them
 
gather all this information and let them make their own
 
presentations. It's going to be a little radical and a
 
little different but I think it will work real good,
 
7. What are some of the things you believe your students
 
value most about their educational experience in your
 
classroom? When they leave here they say, 'I really
 
liked (his/her) class because '.
 
I think they will say they learned because it was fun, it
 
was interesting. I encourage them to go as far on their
 
own. I think they will say also the fact that we built a
 
relationship of trust allowed them to learn a lot better.
 
And I think the classroom environni'^nt of people being
 
respectful and polite helps. But I'd say that it was
 
interesting and fun to learn in.
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Interviewee: Teacher #1
 
Subject: Geophysical Science and Chemistry
 
Interview Questions
 
1. How would you describe yourself as a classroom teacher?
 
J I "hink I am very energetic, very high energy, very
 
controlled and structured and organized in that I on a daily
 
basis, my paper work, my classwork and student behavior
 
student work is very organized. So I am structured.
 
C I sbart class the moment the bell rings and go to the
 
end. .
 
C My lecture format, teaching style tends to be two ways
 
so rather than me doing all the talking there's a lot of
 
questions being asked, interruptions and answers being
 
thrown out, dialogue, and monologue but otherwise very high
 
energy and organized. I'd say those two words would be me.
 
2. Describe a well-organized classroom. When you have your
 
classroom running the way you want it, what is it like?
 
A Well, it depends on what kind of day you are talking
 
about. Is this a lab, a quiz, a test, a lecture, but I'd,
 
say on a daily basis, regardless of the format on that
 
particular day, the room itself is clean, meaning the floors
 
picked up, no graffiti, the walls are organized and
 
decorated.
 
C Students are on task from the time the bell rings to
 
the very end ideally.
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C . :Lot: Df strudture,: noise level is down and any time^^ ; . \
 
there is bookwork, class work, reading time I like very
 
little or almost:,holnoise going, on : \
 
TO different if itlwere a lab or group 
activity. Of course, there would be a lot of discussion 
going on. 
C I'd say with the discussion, I tend to know whether or
 
not the students are talking about the right thing.
 
Meaning, I can hear.
 
C I tend to know when my students are on task, the
 
discussion, the comments, the questions being asked coming
 
out from the room are about the topic of the day, about
 
the question of the day. I would say that the students
 
would always be on task as well.
 
3. How do you learn best?
 
C Me particular. I am a reader So what I read and what I
 
calculate, meaning by reading and practicing I tend to
 
learn, so not really orally. Actually in coliege I learned
 
from lecture as well. But I tended to do better, just me
 
and the textbook, no one else involved and not very hands-

on, labs were always confusing.
 
4. When you picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that
 
they are a good learner? 1
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J Very responsive in classyV they're, asking questions, 
they're responding, they're in :th^^ sense plhying the game ■ 
with:yme,, showing me that-theyvre interested oraliyy,: 
J, On paper,:their peperwprk, :their papertfork is neat, ; 
. the're:. answers are always Gorrect , ,"That, would :he. obviousi. 
J As far as behavior wise, I'd say their behavior in my 
classroom. Do they make eye contact with me throughout the 
day.;: ; viy it y ■ ■ ■ :;'t g ;,.iy.i'; yiiyyy;- ', 
j. . Arid, are they, asking questipns; what questions.yard they. ■ 
asking,^ are they offeting ansv/ersy 
■5. . How .do you decide, when to move, from: one concept ^to y: ' 
■	 .vy. another'?y'.:i y v- y.v.: y.y;.i';.t v.V. i'.y- : 
F ;Because Jyam standards based , 
H The calendar tells me when basically to move on 
H And I adjust my teaching strategies to guarantee success 
for those that are going to succeed. In the midst of that, 
but I am calendar based so I move on when we are done with 
the chapter which is usually set within the syllabus before 
we get to it but I usually don't pause and go on. 
H Otherwise I'd never teach the standards and I would not 
be doing my job if I did that. 
H So again, staying within the calendar, staying within 
the syllabus. I bend over backward do what I:can to make 
then get it, to simplify it, to organize it, to give them 
enough hands—on practice work to get the concept, maybe 
4 3: 
  
simplify the concept but not spend.a month on the chapter, I
 
wouldn't do that.
 
6 . How do you believe your students learn best?
 
I Different for ditfepent students, the of them
 
seem to enjoy discussion . format. Meaning . the energetic
 
lectures where there is a lot of demonstrations, a lot of
 
talking going on. That's when I see the top half. And I
 
don't mean the A, B students, I mean the top F students, the
 
top D students, the top of everyone who is interested. .
 
Which would be 50% of the class really gets excited about •
 
what we're doing, what we're ,learning about. So labs too,
 
but that tenas to be too chaotic in some classes. In
 
Chemistry, a lot of labs are too confusing so students don't
 
really learn a lot there. They just struggle through it. In
 
non-college prep courses, there is enough students off task
 
that that really detracts from the learning.
 
7. What are some of the things you believe your students ' ^^
 
value most about their educational experience in your
 
classroom? When they leave here they say, 'I really
 
liked (his/her) class because
 
F I was energetic, exciting, and they learned something
 
that they never knew before that they thought was really
 
cool,
 
4 4 ■ ■ 
  
 
 
 
 
O "Cool" that's the word I hear, I hear that a lot in my
 
classroom, 'cool', 'neat,' I think that would be it. It's
 
a happy, optimistic attitude in the classroom.
 
F so they walk in it's like, oh, let's have fun today.
 
But, it's all around:academics.
 
Interviewee: Teacher #2
 
Subject: Biology, Human Biology
 
Interview Questions ,
 
1, How would you describe yourself as a classroom teacher?
 
J Probably very motivated and energetic and I try to be
 
enthusiastic and try to get some of that enthusiasm to the
 
students so they will be, excited about the subject.
 
I Because if they are not excited about the subject, they
 
are going to sit there and go, "this is boring," and they
 
are not going to learn.
 
I As a classroom teacher, I think I have high standards,
 
but I try to involve all the students if I can and
 
understand that they have different types of learning and
 
try to accommodate as many as I can.
 
2. Describe a well-organized clasbroom. When you have your
 
classroom running the way you want it, what is it like?
 
H Well, I think you have to teach procedures up front so
 
the students know what to expect, know what to do, know
 
where to turn in their work, and find out what they're
 
doing that day, what they're groups are and all that.
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H And what you've established what you expect of them;
 
what the rules are and what they need to do to accomplish
 
their task during the day.
 
H It runs pretty smoothly after that. So I try to do
 
that up front and then once they get well trained you don't
 
spend a lot of time on that after that.
 
2a. Ok, so when your classroom is running the way you want
 
it, ?
 
C The students are on task, not always self-directed, but
 
I do a lot of cooperative learning and a lot of things where
 
they are self-directed learning. And once they learn the
 
procedures for that they can pretty much just do that with
 
me circulating around and giving them minimal help.
 
3. How do you learn best?
 
C I think I'm a visual learner, I like to see images and
 
pictures and those are the things that I remember most.
 
When I'm looking through a text, I always look at the
 
pictures and try to read the captions. I think I'm a very
 
visual person.
 
4 . When you .picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that
 
they are a good learner?
 
E Mainly curiosity, if they're asking questions and they
 
want to know what would happen if this occurred or what
 
about this situation.
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J; That tells me that .they;are actuaTly--'t
 
and analyzing it and in most cases thinking critically about
 
it and then- I^assume Tearhdng is talking place.
 
J That it is actualiy being prpcessdd in their mind and r
 
not. ,]ust they-re -writing -it dowh'fon'a piece:of paiper . : ' :"
 
5. How do you decide when to move from one concept to
 
another? 
F Well, we're on a very, very tight schedule here in the 
courses I ceach and in order to cover the standards we need 
to move along. ; . : ■ 
B I'm not the type of teacher who can make a syllabus at 
the beginning of the year and stick to it because depending 
on the students sometimes I really have to spend a little 
more time with something. 
B I don't believe in letting the students set the pace for 
the class. I try to do that but in some cases it's not 
going quite the way I had hoped and I need to spend a little 
more time on one specific thing. 
D It might not even be something that is a concept that we 
are learning. It might be a skill like how to answer essay 
questions or something like that that I feel we need to 
stop and go over this before we can go on to the next step. 
6. How do you believe your students learn best?
 
C Well, I teach some sheltered classes. So I think they
 
learn best the way that I do with visuals.
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C And I try to.incorpOFdt© different: styles, for all the
 
different,learners, but. in anything I'm doing whether th^
 
ere doing a reading, assignment or I'm doing a,: lecture or
 
whatever, I use a lot of visuals. Because I think- that kind
 
of input is what they are going to remember.
 
0 And I show them a lot of real life examples, so they can
 
relate it to something they already know,.
 
Q I think they,learn best if they can connect it to
 
something, that they have already learned. And then just
 
take it one step further.
 
C :So, I try ,to make a lot of connections and i,f ,I can do
 
that in a visual way I think that is probably the best.
 
,7. What are some of the ,things you believe your students
 
value most about their educational experience in your
 
classroom? When they leave her© they say, 'I really
 
liked (his/her) class because : .
 
:	 L Well, I'd like to hope they will realize that it is ,
 
relevant. That it is something that they can actually use.
 
1 try to do that as much as possible,
 
L Take the information that we are using in class and show
 
that this will help you in your life to understand this and
 
you need to know this because in your life you are going to
 
be doing this.
 
L And I don't think they are going to be motivated to
 
learn if they don't see the connection to their future and
 
what it actually means to them.
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:L, So every chance I get I try to show them that this really^
 
isn't something tha't we're Just teachiii§ you to teach you.
 
It's/something that you're actually/going/ to be able ,to use.
 
So, I would hope relevance.
 
Interviewee: Teacher #3
 
Subject: Human Biology and Yearbook
 
Interview Questions
 
1. How would you describe yourself as a classroom teacher?
 
J I/would consider mySerf-very energenic as a classroom
 
teacher.
 
J ;A for the subject whether it be science or
 
1 I believe in/getting the kids as Involved as I can eVen 
if that's during lecture time and also with labs and 
.activities/" .■ ■■ //l- I'V-'//'- ' ■/' ■ /I"//'' 
J I am very honest with the kids so 1 think there is a 
tremendous trust bond. 
2 . Describe a well-organized classroom. When you have your 
/ class running the way you/ want it, what is it like? 
J Organized, chaos at tImes. I think a well organized 
classroom is where you do have work for kids to be working 
on either collectively as a complete class or individually. 
C I think when everything is running right, they are all / 
working at their pace and they are learning. 
C A good example I can give you is in yearbook right now we 
are working on what is called mock adventure. Where they 
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have to take and put together pages for that we are going to
 
send to the factory. Some are better on computers than
 
others. but they are all learning it. Some are moving a ■ ;
 
little quicker than others and there learning,
 
G but they are doing the scanning, digitizing, dropping
 
them on the pages and everything, so it is a lot of fun.
 
3. How do you learn best? ­
J How do I learn best? Probably I learri best by doing,
 
learning by doing, so to speak. That's the old FFA model.
 
To where if I read something and then I practice it; and I
 
try it, more of a hands on type work. When I work with the
 
kids in either human biology or with yearbook Is I do it
 
also. So I'd say I learn probably by more hands on.
 
4. When you picture a good learner in your mind, what
 
characteristics of that person lead you to believe that
 
they are a good learner?
 
C Their eyes. I think when you look at the kids and they
 
really want to learn, there is this gleem in their eye or
 
there is this look that they will qive you of wanting to
 
learn, trying to learn, and the look changes as it dawns oh
 
them and as they sit there and go, "Yeah, I get it now."
 
L I figure you can read a lot by their eyes. The rest of
 
the body language helps but their eyes tell you a lot.
 
5. How do you decide when to move from one concept to
 
another? ,
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J With, human biology everything is so orderly as we go i
 
through the questions and the way:1 work notes; I put
 
the questions on the board :ahd'they have to go find., the
 
answers, : And then the studehts, I share those answers to
 
the whole class to make sure we are on the same boat on each
 
question. So then when we get done with/ the questioh it^ :
 
kind, of . just logically.iiipve.s to the .next one ;
 
B ^ I allow them time to ask individual questions
 
and maybe something that Sird walks a little but I don't go
 
too far and when I answer that question the I bring them
 
back. .So those , were my deGis,iens.
 
B But generally as a class we tend 10 decide as a whole 1
 
when.to' moye '.'.1- '■ ■ ■ 1 . . 
6 . How do you believe your studehts learn/best?
 
K i think there is a variety pf'ways that the/ st
 
iiearn hestV .'1;. • 
C I think; kind of traditionalist; I do th 
down definitions and looking for the answers themselves is 
.'important';. /- ' . .. -'v- ;/-'??• 
I I used to do the old, old style wh^^re I put the notes 
in up outline form and they would copy. I don't think that 
works as good as letting them get into the book. Then 
sharing that back with the class, having them come back, and 
say ok this is the answer. 
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N I just randomly ask them dk what's the answer for this
 
one. So the^ know thatv^ any question at any time they could
 
be held accountable for. I think that helps.
 
C Certainly, I try to get the visual also to where they
 
could see, for instances, the bones we're working on now.
 
They've looked in the book but we actually have the
 
skeletons and bones. So there's a catch all.
 
B goal now is start incorporating more technology. Now
 
that we've got computers and things are going, what Id like
 
us to be able to do is now let them gather all this
 
information and let them make their own presentations, It's
 
going to be a little radical and a little different but I
 
think it will work real good.
 
7. What are some of the things you believe your students 
value most about their educational experience in your 
classroom? When they leave here they say, 'I really 
liked (his/her) class because .. '■ 
F X think they will say they learned because it was fun,
 
it was interesting.
 
C I encourage them to go as far on their own. I think
 
they will say also the fact that we built a relationship of
 
trust allowed them to learn a lot better.
 
O And I think the classroom environment of people being
 
respectful and polite helps.
 
F But I'd say that it was interesting and fun to learn in.
 
•52. 
Code. Frequency'Analysis 
The.actual report.follows: ; 
Case, Code,'Frequency, 
Teacher ,/01', ■ Ic'actual model of class, '2, ' ' 
Teacher' 01, Ij- personal qualities, - 1, 
Teacher,01, 2a physical model, 1, 
Teacher■01, 2c. student focus on task, 5, 
Teacher 01, 3c read see write listen, 1, 
Teacher 01, ,'4 j critical thinking . connect, 4, 
Teacher .01, .5f forces beyond class, 1, 
:Teacher 01, 5h',time, 4, . 
Teacher 0,1, 6i discussing,. 1, . , 
Teacher 01., 7f exciting, 2, 
Teacher 01,17o attitude of class, 1, 
The., act..uaT;.-report follows:, .
 
Case, Code, Frequency,
 
Teacher 02, li student centered, 2,
 
Teacher 02, Ij personal qualities, 1,
 
Teacher 02, 2c student focus on task, 1, .
 
•Teacher 	02, . 2h classroom management, ' 3, 
Teacher 02,. .3c read see write listen, 2, ■ 
Teacher. 02, . 4e curiosity, 1, 
Teacher 02, .4j' critical thinking connect, 2, 
Teacher .02, 5b students understand concept, 2,­
.Teacher' 02, ,5d teacher feels comfortable, , 1, 
Teacher 02, 5f forces beyond,class, 1, 
Teacher 02, 5q real life connection, 2, 
Teacher .02, 6c by reading and seeing, 3, 
Teacher 02, .71 applies to ...real. world, . 4, 
The actual report • follows :.
 
Case, Code, Frequency,
 
Teacher 03, li student centered, . 1,'
 
Teacher 03, .Ij personal qualities,„3,
 
Teacher 03, 2c student focus on task, 2, ,
 
Teacher 03,' . 2g supportive respect exc.ited, 1,
 
Teacher 03, 2j joint focus teacher and sts, 1,
 
Teacher 03, 3j by doing, 1,
 
Teacher 03, 31 body language, 1,
 
Teacher 03, 4c internal motivation, 1,
 
Teacher 03, 5b students understand concept, , 2,
 
Teacher 03, 5j when covered material, 1,­
•Teacher 	03, 6b by doing, 1, 
Teacher 03, 6c by reading and seeing, 2, 
Teacher 03,' 6i discussing, 1, 
Teacher; 03, 6k learning varies, 1, 
Teacher 03, 6n asking questions, 1, 
Teacher 03,. 7c ethic of care fairness, 1, 
Teacher 03, 7f exciting, 2, 
Teacher 03, 7o attitude of class, 1, 
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' Siudent,Sur\;e\
 
Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
Students in the class are activel\' involved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson. ^
 
, aKsavs . , /^ usuallv'i , sometimes almost never,
 
^ ■ ' ■ ■ " ' " ■ ■
 
2. . The teacher makesTrelevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class.
 
always . usually , sometimes almost never
 
3. 	Durmg the lesson the.teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
understanding the concepts. For example, discu.ssion, questions, brainstonning,
 
experiments,repons, presentations, lecture, demonstrations,etc.
 
always . usually^\ sometimes almost never
 
4. 	The t>;pe oflessons donein class tend to be more of... .
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bookwork(questions,outline,etc) notes discussion
 
group activities 	 labs lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them.by gathering evidence, participating in discussion wqth students, or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
always usually sometimes i ■ almost never. 
6. 	VvTiich would charactenze you science class better'!^ 
Ver)'flexible ■ Structured but w'ith slight flexibilit> , tightly structured 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions';'
 
^ Yes No
 
8. 	How do you learn best'^
 
Reading writing visuals(seeing) by doing discussion groupwork
 
9. 	Do you feel this class IS teaching you in the way that you learn best';^
 
/Yes No . ■ 	 ; 
  
 
 
 
  
 
I ±f j_ ■ . /r Sfident Sur\e\ .
 
Ansuer all questions uitfrre<,ard.'tnv^ .

. ^ 'n. ega s,
 
a x aimosine\er
 
- The teacher makes a re.]e\'ant real l,f% o '
 
__ " » lessons,augl„,„d«s
 
.^.ments,repons, presentations, lecture, derno^s^arlors!'et?
 
^alwavs
 
usual!\­
sometimes
 almost never
 
bookuork-(questions,outlme,ete)
 
notes
 ■ ,. xjiscussion 
group act!vitH 
labs0'
 
.. . V ^ • ( '■: "tureci  
fostering discussion among students '"•'J'sc.u^ w,th students, or 
always . (^suIll^A V ■ ' : i ^ ; 
, , . : . , , :d : . : : : ■ kValmost nc^ er ■ 
6. Which,uould charaetenze you science class betterr i ^ r^^^^^ 
0 .,gh,,, S.n„c.o,od ^ ■ Do you feel free to offer suggestmK?^--——----^'^' . , 
: ■ ■ ■ -f^o- ■■ ■ ./ ■ 
8. How do you learn best';' /, 
9 D,, ', ™'"° '■'•''"'"g groupuork
^>0" fee, ,h,s class ,s,eack,„g p„„ ,, .ke .,,, ,,^ 
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Student Sur\',e\'
 
1 ^ C ■ ■ ' ■
 
Ansvser all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
-] 	 Students in the class are activeh' in\'ol.\ ed m initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing acti\'ities throughout the lesson
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
2 The teacher mak"^ Tele\'ant real life connection to the lessons taught in class
 
.^always _ usually sometimes almost never
 
3. 	During the lesson the teacher uses a vanetv'of methods to.help the students \Mth
 
u: ^ers"^.nd n" *he concept For example,'.uscussion, questions, brainstor :ng,
 
experiments,repons, presentations, lecture, demonstrations, etc,
 
alwa\:s usually sometimes almost never
 
4. 	The type oflessons done in class tend to be more of... .
 
(circle as many that applN'j
 
^	 book\\ork(questions,outline,etc)^ ^ notes discussion
 
group activities labs ^Te'cture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparelff the teacher tries to
 
resolve them b\ gathering e\idence, participating in discussion with students, or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
always usually ^ sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize you science class better'^
 
Veiy flexibl^--' Structured but with slight flexibility' tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions'!' .
 
V Y^-. No
 
8. 	How do you learn best'!'
 
, Reading writing visuals(seeing) doing ^  discussion groupwork
 
9. 	Do you feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn besti*
 
No
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TiVd- (L
 
Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
Students in the class are activeh' in\'ol\e'^ in initiating examples, asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson.
 
alvNays usually almost never
 
2, The teacher makes a rele\ant real life connection to the,lessons taught in class,
 
always ( usually, sometimes , almost ne\'er
 
3, During the lesson the teacher uses a vanetv'of methods to help the students with
 
understanding the.concepts. For example,discussion, questions, brninsto-^ nng,
 
experiments, reports, presentations, lecture, demonstrations, etc.
 
alwa^^ usually sometimes almost never
 
4, The tx'pe oflessons done in class tend to be more of... .
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bookwork(questions,outline,etc) ('^notes discussion
 
group activities T labs T lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
slIw'ZjZ usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize yoifscience class better'^
 
Ver>'flexible ' Structured bu^ith slight flexibihtyy tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
No 	■ 
8. 	How do you learn best'^
 
Reading'wxiting ^visuals(seeing) by doing , discussion groupwork
 
9. Do you feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn best^
 
d Yes ' j No
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V-

Answer all questions with regards to your eurrent Science class.
 
1 Students in the class are activelv involved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing dctivities throughout the lesson
 
usuallv ymetimes^ almost never
 
2 The teacher makes a relev ant real^ connection to the lessons taught in class,
 
always usuallv sometimes almost never
 
3 During the lesson the teacher uses a varietv'ofmethods to help the students with
 
ur rs^^ '"g the concept!: For xan yle, kiscussicn questions, brainstur ng.
 
experiments,repons, presentations, lecture, demonstrations,etc
 
always - usually . sometimes almost never
 
4 The tv'pe oflessons done in class tend to be more of
 
(circle-as many that apply)
 
book\v,ork(questions,outline,etc) notes discussion
 
group activities 	 lecture
 
5	 As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
6 Which would charactenze you science class better'^
 
Very flexible '^  Structured but wiith slight flexibilit}' tightl> structured
 
7 Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
Yes No
 
8	 How do vou learn best".''
 
Reading vvTitmg visuals(seeing) by doing discussion g'roupvvork
 
yduTcel this class is teaching vou in the way that vou leam besi7
 
Yes ^ No '
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Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
1 . Students in the class are actwely in\oK'ed ^ 'n initiaiihg examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing actwities throughout the. lesson.
 
\a|wjA:s^ usually \ , sometimes almost ne\er
 
2, 	The teacher makes a relevant real life connection to th r lessons,taught in class ,
 
alwav s (^usuallv' sometimes almost never
 
3. 	During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
, unders'anding the concepts. For exampl'", Jiscussion. questions,.bram '^rrping.
 
experiments, reports, presentations, lecture, demonstrations, etc.
 
C'usualU j , sometimes almost never
 
4	 The type of lessons done in class tend to be more of.. . .
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
book\vork(questions,outline,etc) (jiotejy discussion
 
group activities (Ta^ lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students, or
 
fostering discussion among students; .
 
always usually X^^^meume^ almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize vou science class better'^
 
, Very flexible ecf^StScturedbut wi 	 tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions'^
 
CX^ No
 
8. 	How do yon learn best?
 
Reading wTiting \ visuals(seeing by doing discussion groupwork
 
9. 	Do you feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn besi'^
 
Yes
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1 H ■ , , . 
Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class. 
1 Students in the class are actixely involved in initiating examples asking questions, ■ 
; and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson. 
always \ usually sometimes ^ almost never 
2 The teacher makes a relexant real life connection to the lessons taught in class 
always Qisually ^ sometimes almost ne\er
 
3. 	During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
nnde the concepts. F vr ey^mp! discussion, questions,brainstormir - ,
 
experimentsvreports, presentationsv lecture, demonsirations,etc.
 
always usuallx /'sometnn^ almost never
 
4. 	The type oflessons done inclass tend to be more of....
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bookwork(questions,outline,etc) notes discussion
 
group activities 	 labs lecture
 
5	 As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,theteacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence; participating in discussion with students, or
 
fostering discussion among students
 
always usually sometimes almost never .
 
6. 	Which would characterize you science class better?
 
Very flexible 	 but^ith slight flexibility'^ tightly struGtured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
(Ye^ No
 
8	 How do you learn best?
 
Reading wTiting ^ w 	 '^by^do^^ discussion • groupwork
 
9. 	Do you feel this cla^s is teaching you in the way that vou learn best?
 
Yes
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". r Studenf;Sur\.ev,­
Ans\ver all quesiions \vith regards to your cuitent Scierice class. ^
 
i . Students in the class are actively involved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson.
 
always^ usually sometimes almost never
 
2 The teaGher makes a relevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class,
 
("aivvavs^^ ; usually sometimes almost never
 
3	 During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethodsto help the students with
 
understanding the concepts. For example,dis:ussion,questions, brainstoiming,
 
experiments,reports, presentations,lecture, demonstrarions,etc.
 
ahvavs usually sometimes almost never
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bOokwork(questiOns,outline,etc) A^iscussion
 
group activities labs ; ^nare
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion vyith students,or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
always usually ^metimes^ ~ ; a^
 
Very flexible ^tructured but with slight flexiBB^ _ tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feet free to offer suggestions? 
Yes ;• ■■ No­
8. 	How do you le^m best?
 
Reading/writing 	 visuals(seeing) by doing ) discussion groupwork
 
vou feel this class is teaching you in theway that you learn best?
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;Stidept;Sur\ev^-v- .
 
■ ■ ■ ■ ' ^ • ■ ■ ■ ■ ;• '■ ■' • 	 ; ■ ■ ■ ' . ■ 
Answer all questions with regards to your current jSdence clasS^ 
1 . Students iri the class are actively iri\ol\ed in initiating examples, asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities thrGughout the lesson,
 
always r usually^^ , sometimes; almost never 
The teacher makes a rele\ ant real life connection to the lessons taught in class, 
alwavs ;v usuallv J : .sorhetimes^ a 
3. 	 During the lesson the teacher uses a variet)' of rnethods to help the students with
 
ur derstandi'^ ^  the concepts For exampie, discussioh. questions, brainstcnningv
 
experiments, repons, presentations, lecture, demonstrations, dc r
 
usuallv sometimes almost never 
4. 	 The t> pe of lessons done in class tend to be rnore of . . , .
 
(circle-as-irLany that apply).
 
/ feookwork^estions,outline,etc)^ /^hdte^^ discussion; 
Q group activitf:i ; 	 : . :ture 
5; ^rstudenTs misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent, the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students, or
 
: fostering discussion among students. :
 
always ^ 	 sometimes almost never 
6. 	 Which would ch^raOf^ze vou science class better? 
Ver>' flexible yStructured but with slight flexibili^ tightly structured 
feel free to offer suggestions? 
>^0 : 
8. 	 How do \ ou leam best? 
Reading writing visuals (seeing) by doing^ discussio!\^^^groupwork ^ 
9: 	 Do you feel this class is leaching you in the Way that you leam best? 
■ ,V-es. ' . .No. 
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Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
k	 Students m the class are actively invoh ed in initiating examples;asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson.
 
alwa>s (usua^ sometimes almost never
 
2. 	The teacher makes a relevant real life cormection to the lessons taught in class.
 
always ( usually\ sometimes almost never
 
3	 During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
understanding the concepts For example, discussion, questions, bminsto" nng,
 
experiments, reports, presentations, lecture, dwmonstrations,etc
 
alwavs usually sometimes almost never
 
4v The r\'f>e oflessons done in class tend to be more of.
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
aookwor.k(questions,outline,etc)j otes^. discussio^
 
(	 group activities^ labs lecture^
 
5	 As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would charaGterize you science class better?
 
Ver>'flexib^ Structured but with slight flexibility tightly.structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
No
 
8. 	How do vou learn best'^
 
Reading wTiting ]visuals(seeing)N^ by doing discussion groupwork
 
9 	Xto-\ou feel this class is teacTiinJyou in the way that you learn best?
 
(Jfep No
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Student Su^'ev .
 
Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
1 . Students in the class are acti\'el\' involved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson.
 
always ^^sual^ sometimes almost never
 
2. 	The teacher rriakes a relevant feal life connection to the lessons taught in class,
 
always/ psually sometimes almost never
 
3. 	During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
vinderstar^mg the concepts. For ev^mp' ,dircussion,quC'ons,'
 
experiments, reports, presentations, lecture, uemonstrations,etc.
 
always sualU sometimes almost never
 
4. 	The type oflessons done in class tend to be more of.
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bookwork(questions,outline,etc) not^ discussion
 
grc;"activities	 labs lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students. Or
 
fostering discussion among students
 
always ^suall^ somhimes
 almost never
 
6 	Which would charactenze you science class better?
 
Very flexible /Structured but wdth slight flexibijiryj\ tightly structured
 
7. Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
; //No,'
 
8 How do you leam best?
 
Reading-'writing Cyisuals(seeing) by doing discussion groupwork
 
9 J2^ou feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn best?
 
Wes^ ^ No V
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Answer all quesiions With regards to your current Science class.
 
1 . Students in the class are actively in\olved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities itiroughout the lesson.
 
always ^usually sometimes almost never
 
2. 	The teacher makes a relevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class,
 
always usually , sometimes almost never
 
3. 	During the lesson the teacher uses a variet}'ofmethods to help the students with 
underst?- -^ing the concepts. For exr^mple, discus?'in. questions, ;• ♦orming. 
experiments, reports, presentations, lecture, uernonstraiions, etc: 
always usually sometimes^ almost never 
4. 	 The t> pe of lessons done in class tend to be more of, . , ; 
(circle as many that apply) 
bookwork(questions,outline,etc) notes discussion
 
grc pactivines labs lecture
 
5. 	 As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent, the teacher tries to 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students, or 
fostering discussion among students. 
always usually sometimes^ almost never 
6. 	 Which would characterize you science class better? 
Ver>: flexible Structured but with slight flexibilit>' tightly structured 
7. 	 Do you feel free to offer suggestions? 
Yes ' No 
8. 	 How do you leam best"^ 
Reading'writing visuals (seeing) by doing discussion groupwork 
9. 	 Do you feel this cla^s is teaching you in theway that you learn best? 
Yes , ■ 'No 
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Ansvser all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
1 . Students in the class are acti\el\ involved in ihitiating exarnples,asking questiohs,
 
and suggesting and irnplementing acti\'ities throughout the lesson.
 
always , '^usually^ sometiities almost never
 
2. 	The teacher makesa relevant real life connection tq the:lessons taught in class. 
always usually . sometimes ■ : / almost ne\'er 
j During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethodsto help the students with : 
iindcDtar ding the concepts. Tdrexafeplegdis^ssion,quest^^
 
experiments/feports, presentations,lecture, demohstratibns,etc.
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
4	 The t\'pe oflessons done in class tend to be more of...
 
tcircleasmany that apply) ; V .
 
bookworklquestions,outline,etc) V notes • discussion
 
group acti\ities labs ' lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
, V fostering discussion among students.
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would charactenze you science class better'^
 
Ver>'flexible 'Structured but with slight flexibilit>' x tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
Yes No
 
8 How do you leam best''
 
Reading writing visuals(seeing) by doing y d^^^
 
9 Doyou feel this class is teaching you in theway that you learn best''
 
Yes^ No "
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Student Surx ev
 
^4
 
Answer all questions vMth regards to your current Science class.
 
1 . Students in the class are actively involved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout the lesson. :
 
sometimes almost never
 
2. 	The teacher makes a rele\ant real life connection to the lessons taught in class.
 
Always 	 usually sometimes almost never
 
3	 During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
understariding the concepts. For example,discussion, questions, brainstoiming,
 
experiments,reports, presentations,lecture,demonstrations,etc.
 
alwavs	 usuallv sometimes almost never
 
4. 	The t\'pe oflessons done in class tend to be more of....
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
bookwork(questions,outline,et^
 discussion
 
group activities 	 labs lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
always ^  usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize you science class better?
 
Very flexible Structured but with slight tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions? 
'No. ' ■ ■ ■ 
8	 How do you le'^m best? , ,
 
Reading'wTiting visuals(seeing) ^ by doing
 discussiony groupwork
 
9.Jlo^youfel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn best?
 
Yes 3 No
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Student Survev
 
C
 
Answer all questions with regards to your current Science class.
 
1A Students in the class are actively involved in initiating examples,asking questions,
 
and suggesting and implementing activities throughout;the lesson.
 
usually sometimes ; . almost never
 
2. 	The teacher makes a relevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class,
 
^'alwa"}^ usually sometimes almost never
 
3. 	During the lesson the teacher uses a variety ofmethods to help the students with
 
ur ^ers*^nd'n^>he concept- :For example,discussion, questions, brainstor :ng.
 
experiments,reports, presentations, lecture, demonstrations,etc.
 
v^ahv^s usually sometimes almost never
 
4. 	The ty pe 6flessons done in class tend to be more of ...
 
tcircle as many that apply)
 
bookw'ork(questions,outline,etc) discussion
 
group acrivities labs lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence^ participating in discussion vyith students,or
 
fostering discussion among students.
 
/ 	always usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize you science class better?
 
(^Very flexible^/ Structured but with slight flexibility tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
-Mo 
w 
8 How do you learn best? 
■ -.-.v.. ' .■■■ 
Reading, \sTitmg visuals (seeing) 
■ . . 
by doing 
. ■ 
(discussioaJ 
■ 
groupwork 
9. Dqaou feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn best? 
(Ye^ No 
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1 
StudeniSur\e\ :
 
Answerili questions \vith regards to your current Science class. .
 
Students in the class:are actively in\;oK ed in inuiating exarnples,asking questions.
 
■ ^ 	 usually sometimes almost never 
2. 	The teacher makes a relevant real life connection to the bssons taught in c!^
 
• alwavs^y	 sometimes almost never
 
3. During the lesson the teacher uses a yarietv'ofmethods to help the students with
 
; understarding the concepts. For exarnple, iiycuss:on, questions, brainst -^ingy
 
; experiments,reports, presentations,lecture, demonstrations, etc, y
 
usually sometimes almost never
 
4: 	The tv'pe oflessons done in class tend,to be more of.
 
(circle as many that apply) : ■
 
bopkwork(questions,outiine,etc)} notes discussion)
 
group activities abs
 lecture
 
5: 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
" fpstering discussion arnong students.
 
usually : sometinies almdst nevci
 
6. 	Whichwould characterize you science class better?
 
Ver>'flexible J Structured but with slight flexibilit>? tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
No
 
8. IHow do you learn best?
 
iReading/vvTiting visuals(seeing) by doing discussion^ groupwork
 
9 po4^u kQ\ this class is teaching you in the way that vou learn best''
 
■.hf'esy.ry :y: No ' ' -y:-' ' : 	 d. : 
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v;;'Stud?m Survey' 	 ■ 
)Ariswr"^l quesiiohs \vith regards to yourcuireilt Science class. ^
 
,11 Students in the class are actively iri\olved in initiating examples;asking.questions.
 
r^al^%s^ usually / sometimes almost never
 
1 The teacher makes a relevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class.
 
; ahvays usually, sdmetimes almost never ,
 
3; During the lesson the teacher uses aivariety ofmethods,to help the students with
 
underst; ■'yne the eon^^spts. For "^am. !e, discussioh, q. . tion: " rai- 'c T -ig,
experiments, reports, presentations, lecture, demonstrations, etc 
;	 always usually sometimes almost ne\er 
4.1 	 Thetxpeot'lessonsdOheincjasstendtobemoreof.. .,^ .
 
: (circle as rnany that aippty) /: /
 
" I 	 bookwork(questions,outline,etc). notes discuss^ 
gr- ip activities lal'i lepmrt-^ 
5. : As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent, the teacher tries to 
I resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussiGn,with students, or 
i fosterihg discussion among students. 
V	 i alw'ays;^ usually sometimes airhost never 
6. 1 ,\\Tiieh vvould characterize you science class better?
 
Veo' flexible . Structured but with slight flexibility tightly structured
 
7. 	iDo you feel free to offer suggestions? 
;|YesT :No;.;, I 
8. 	 How do you learn best? 
fleading?^^ visuals (seeing) by doing discussion groupwork 
9.,. bo yog feel this class is teaching you in the vvay that you learii best? ;
 
yes/ No
 
  
 
 
 
 
"'Student,Sur\-^ey^,'. - ;
 
Answer all questions with regards to your cuifent ScienGe class:
 
li . Students in the class are actively involved in initiating exa..iples, asking questions,
 
I arid suggesting and implementing activities throughput the.lesson!
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
2! 	The teachermakes a relevant real life connection to the lessons taught in class.
 
: always usually sometimes almost never
 
3.; During the lesson the teacher uses a variety'ofmethods to help the students with
 
1 un' rst'^' the concepts For :xan le, c'iscussion: questions,brainstcm 'ng,
 
i experiments,reports, presentations,lecture,demonstrations,etc.
 
; always usually y ; s^ : a^^
 
4. I The type oflessons done in class tend to be more of. ..
 
(circle as many that apply)
 
book\vork(questions,outline,etc) notes discussion
 
group activities labs lecture
 
5. 	As students misperceptions or misunderstanding become apparent,the teacher tries to
 
resolve them by gathering evidence, participating in discussion with students,or
 
: fostering discussion among students.
 
always usually sometimes almost never
 
6. 	Which would characterize you science class better?
 
Very flexible Structured but with slight flexibility tightly structured
 
7. 	Do you feel free to offer suggestions?
 
;' ':: ;:;^es- no 	 \;
 
8. 	How do vou learn best?
 
Reading-writing visuals(seeing) by doing discussion groupwork
 
9., Do you feel this class is teaching you in the way that you learn best? 
; Yes V ■ No 
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Teacher #1:
 
Question #1
 
Question #2
 
Question #3
 
Question #4
 
Question #5
 
Question #6
 
Question #7
 
Question #8
 
Question #9
 
Teacher #2:
 
Question #1
 
Question #2
 
Question #3
 
Question #4
 
Question #5
 
Question #6
 
Question #7
 
Question #8
 
Question #9
 
Survey Analysis
 
l-always, 3-usually, 2-sometimes
 
3-always, 3-usually
 
3-always, 3-usually
 
6-notes, lecture, lab 3-bookwork, 1­
discussion
 
3-usually, 2-sometimes, 1-almost never
 
1-very flexible, 5-structured with slight
 
flexibility
 
5-yes, 1-no
 
3-doing, 2-visual, 1-discussion
 
5-yes, 1-no
 
Survey
 
2-always, 4-usually
 
1-always, 5-usually
 
3-always, 1-usually, 2-sometimes
 
6-notes, 4-lecture, discussion, 3-bookwork,
 
2-groupwork, lab
 
1-always, 2-usually, 2-sometimes, 1-almost
 
never
 
1-very flexible, 5-structured with slight
 
flexibility
 
6-yes
 
2-visual, 2-doing, 1-groupwork
 
4-yes, 2-no
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Teacher #3: Survey-

Question #1: 

Question #2:
 
Question #3:
 
Question #4:
 
Question #5:
 
Question #6;
 
Question #7:
 
Question #8:
 
Question #9
 
5-always, 1-usually
 
4-always, 1-usually, 1-sometimes
 
6-always
 
4-notes/discussion, S-bookwork., 2­
groupwork, lab, 1-lecture
 
3-always, 3-usually
 
3-very flexible, 3-structured with slight
 
flexibility
 
6-yes
 
4-discussion, , l-visual,. 1-reading and
 
writing
 
6-yes
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ESTEEM Evaluation Scores
 
T#1 T#2 T#3
 
Teacher as a Facilitator: 2 3 5
 
Student Engagement in Activities: 3 5 4
 
Resolution of Misconceptions: 3 3 5
 
Teacher-Student Relationship: 5 5 5
 
Modifications of teaching strategies
 
to facilitate student-understanding: 2 3 5
 
Variation of Teaching Methods: 2 3 3
 
Higher Order Thinking Skills: 3 3 4
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